Tasty & Healthy Smoothies
Getting children to eat fruits and vegetables
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can sometimes be a challenge.
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Roll It!

Leafy greens like spinach and kale are rich in antioxidants and vitamins.
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 Berries are also a great smoothie ingredient.
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Statues
By age 3–4 your child skips on one foot, jumps, is
learning how to put on clothes, and playing on their
own. Use this activity to improve skills like moving to
a beat and listening to cues with stopping and
starting music. It is also an excuse to be silly and dance!
 Use a fun, upbeat song and dance around with your child
 Have your child freeze like a statue when the music is paused
 After a few pauses, incorporate new positions to freeze in. (In high or low
levels; crooked or round shapes; etc.)

Jump Rope
By age 5 your child is becoming more independent and active.
Jumping rope is a great activity for children; it
increases blood ﬂow, improves muscular tone and
coordination, and improves cardiovascular system
and bone mass while burning calories.
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